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YEARBOOK CATEGORIES
ACADEMICS SECTION SPREAD

 Gold Kevin Olango, Jonathan Ssekade & Theadora Hadzi, Crosswinds,    
  Curtis HS, Staten Island “Creativity”

 Silver Staff,  Crossroads, Brighton HS, Rochester
  “Math & Science”

 Bronze Kevin Olango & Theadora Hadzi, Crosswinds, Curtis HS, Staten Island
  “Brainteasers”

Judge’s Comments
>>In the winning spread, using a full photo on a spread must be done right and this photo 
was very effective because the action was concentrated. When using all black and white 
pictures, in order for them not to get lost within each other, use a frame that separates them. 
The captions should be on the outside so that they aren’t near the gutter. A dominant picture 
that bleeds over the page brings together two pages to become one free flowing spread.

ADVERTISING SECTION SPREAD

 Gold Staff, Crossroads, Commack HS, Commack
  Pgs. 250-251

           Silver            Katie Cole & Staff, De-O-Wain-Sta, Rome Free Academy
  Pg. 229

 Bronze Kevin Olango, Crosswinds, Curtis HS, Staten Island
  Pgs. 240-241

   Taylor Moore, De-O-Wain-Sta, Rome Free Academy
   Pg. 248

Judge’s Comments
>> It is difficult to let the layout drive any advertisement spread but this section seems to 
have uniformity while still catering to what the advertisers want. 

The pictures still drive the spread but there is a layout that looks consistent despite the 
different size advertisements.

 It might be beneficial to incorporate just a touch of your theme to the pages so that the 
section doesn’t separate itself from the rest of the book.



INDEX SECTION SPREAD

 Gold Staff, Crossroads, Commack HS
  Pgs. 268-269

 Silver Kevin Olango, Crosswinds, Curtis HS, Staten Island
  Pgs. 82-83  

Judge’s Comments
>> Let’s face it — index sections are tough to make exciting. This spread does a good job 
of putting pictures in the back so that everyone will want to glance at the index section even 
when they’re not looking up people’s names. In the first place winning spread, this top bar of 
photos is another way to get everyone in the school in the yearbook another time. 

The second place winning spread incorporates elements on the side that really make it 
different and interactive. The little facts and interviews give people more of a reason to look 
at the spread besides just reference. The spread also sticks to the theme with details like the 
font and layout.

CLUB/ORGANIZATION SECTION SPREAD

 Gold Kaitlin Friel, Andrea Folgherait & Sarah Stobner, Paradox, Oswego HS    
  “Clubs, Find Yourself”

 Silver Kevin Olango & Khristian Vega, Crosswinds, Curtis HS, Staten Island
  “Backstage Pass”

 Bronze John Langan, James Anutra & John Jeal,  Crimson and Gold,
  Chaminade HS, Mineola, “Body and Spirit Nourished”
  
Judge’s Comments
>>Sometimes, space is an issue when it comes to covering every club. This means that it can 
be difficult to be creative with pictures other than the standard group photo of the club.

The winning spread does a good job of making what can be a repetitive spread of simple 
group photos more interactive with a select few photos of each club and then expanding on it 
with a little write-up on it.

When you have enough space in your book to highlight different clubs with their own spreads 
– take advantage of it.

Having a mix of action/candid and posed shots balances a spread that has the potential to be 
very boring. The third place winning spread does a good job of maintaining interaction with 
candid shots but still adhering to the main point of showing off everyone involved in a certain 
club/organization

COVER/ENDSHEET DESIGN

 Gold Staff, Crossroads,  Brighton HS, Rochester
  “All in the Number”

 Silver Mackenzie Dunsmoor, Paradox, Oswego HS
  “High School Matters” 

Judge’s Comments
>> It is important to have a cover that pops because that is the first impression a viewer gets 
about your theme, your presentation and your layout. In the winning entry, the words jumbled 
across the cover are meant to be hard to read and the title up top links them all together. The 
endsheets are simple but are still unique and continue with the theme. Endsheets are unique 
in that ‘less is more’ because students want a space to sign a yearbook but that doesn’t mean 
you should give them simple blank pages.

DIVIDER PAGES

 Gold Kevin Olango, Crosswinds, Curtis HS, Staten Island
  Pgs. 8-9, 32-33, 44-45

 Silver Staff, Crossroads, Commack HS, Commack
  Pgs. 2-3, 40-41, 220-221

Judge’s Comments
>> Divider pages are a great place to express creativity. Sometimes, you only need one photo 
or you can even stage a photo shoot just for the purpose of using those photos in your divider 
pages. In the winning spread, the all black page with highlights of different sized pictures is a 
great way to emphasize your best pictures from the year. 

You don’t need a long text explaining each section because usually, the titles explain 
themselves. In the second place winner, the pictures in each divider page are a good 
representation of what a viewer can find in the rest of the section. Divider pages are about 
design and emphasis on what the rest of the section has to offer and these spreads do a good 
job of that.

PEOPLE SECTION SPREAD

 Gold Kevin Olango, Crosswinds, Curtis HS, Staten Island
  Pgs. 186-187

 Silver Christie Hoefer, Paradox, Oswego HS
  Pgs. 14-15

 Bronze Christie Hoefer, Paradox, Oswego HS
  Pg. 32-33



Judge’s Comments
>> People section spreads are often cast aside as a mere set of reference photos but this is 
your time to have fun with a section. You have a lot of freedom to do what you want with it. 
This is why putting elements like “A Year in Review” in the first place spread is good to break 
up the sea of professional photos. A personal bio piece in the people section is another great 
way to break up the professional shots. 

SPORTS SECTION SPREAD

 Gold Staff, Crossroads, Brighton HS, Rochester
  “Stealing Second Base”

 Silver Mackenzie Dunsmoor, KC Kavanaugh & Lauren Peel, Paradox, 
  Oswego HS, “Y’all Better Watch Yo Backs”

 Bronze Kevin Olango & Allison Vish, Crosswinds, Curtis HS, Staten Island
  “Hit, Run and Score!”

Judge’s Comments
>> The most important thing in a sports spread is an action photo. Don’t be afraid to make 
the team photo small to make more room for action photos. In the first place spread, the 
dominant photo emphasizes a great moment and it hits the gutter so that the action is not 
cut at all. The text is on the outside of the spread so that the photos are the main attraction, 
which is important in a yearbook. Don’t be afraid of white space because if used right, it can 
emphasize a photo. In the third place winner, using interviews from the players is a good way 
to have an interactive element on the spread.

STUDENT LIFE (ACTIVITIES) SPREAD

 Gold Staff, Crossroads,  Brighton HS, Rochester
  “Peak Experience”

 Silver Kevin Olango & Noha Mahmoud, Crosswinds, Curtis HS, Staten Island
  “Capturing the Moment”

 Bronze Abby Haessig, Paradox, Oswego HS
  “An Endless Summer”

 HM  Staff, Crossroads, Brighton HS, Rochester
  “Whale Watch”

Judge’s Comments
>> The first place winner uses the dominant photo on this spread to connect both pages. 
The action in the photos really adds character as opposed to just using all posed pictures. 
The captions are, for the most part, placed on the outside of the spread so that they aren’t 
distracting when a viewer looks at them, and there is no awkward white space. The headlines 
are competing with each other because they are the same size and style but they are spaced 

apart so that it’s not distracting. Breaking up the main article is effective because it gives way 
for more space to place photos on the page. 
For the second place winner, the layout of this spread is extremely creative and effective. 
Bleeding pictures over the gutter brings the spread together and makes it look less like 
two separate pages. It’s great to see that this spread incorporates white space because it 
automatically draws attention to the pictures. The ‘what did you do for this year’s senior 
picture’ element adds something new to the spread. The pictures remain the dominant part of 
the spread which is important in all yearbooks.

The third place and honorable mention are unique spreads, especially the dominant pictures 
on both of them. Even though none of the pictures bleed onto the next page, this spread 
still looks whole as opposed to two separate pages. Incorporating different elements to tell 
several stories is important.

SPECIAL TOPIC COVERAGE

 Gold Sage McEvoy, Christina Ferrara & Emily McHugh, Halfmoon, Tappan   
  Zee HS, Orangeburg “Acoustic Underground”

 Silver Patrick Cahill, Michael Adam, Kevin Healy, Patrick McGonigle & Kevin   
  Petsky, Crimson and Gold, Chaminade HS, Mineda
  “Senior Celebration Cruise”
 
Judge’s Comments
>> There are areas of effective white space but using blocks of color or muted designs are 
done 
advantageously. Even though no pictures cross the gutter to bring the spread together, the 
two pages look like they belong together which is always a positive thing to achieve 

The second place winner incorporates the theme of the book while still presenting a unique 
layout. The photos are full of action and none of them are extremely posed.  

THEME PRESENTATION

 Gold Staff, Crossroads, Brighton HS, Rochester

  Kevin Olango, Crosswinds, Curtis HS, Staten Island

 Silver Kevin Healy, Patrick Cahill, Michael Adam, Kevin Petsky & 
  Patrick McGonigle, Crimson and Gold, Chaminade HS, Mineda

  Staff, Crossroads, Commack HS
  “Epic”

 Bronze Staff, De-O-Wain-Sta, Rome Free Academy

  Mackenzie Dunsmoor, Paradox, Oswego HS



 HM  Staff, The Steppingstone, Soule Road MS, Liverpool
   
Judge’s Comments
>> Choosing a theme is one of a first things your staff does. A theme should be something 
that has many different elements that can fit in each section of a yearbook. A theme should be 
clean and abstract. Sometimes a theme is just one word. 

 All the books in the category did a good job of remaining consistent with whatever theme 
they chose. 

Curtis High School did a good job of choosing a theme and then playing off of it on every 
page, including the advertising and index pages.
 
ACADEMIC PHOTOGRAPH

 Gold Laura Tucker, Crossroads, Brighton HS, Rochester
  Woodshop

 Silver Brittany Juravich, Paradox, Oswego HS
  Studying

Judge’s Comments
>>The gold is a great shot of a hand-on activity in a woodshop class. Great angle, good 
concentration on the face. Silver is an interesting scene in a classroom showing students 
working and reading. Good angle and cropping to eliminate the area under the desks.

ARTWORK (portfolio)

 Gold Alyssa Marchesane, De-O-Wain-Sta, Rome Free Academy
  
 Silver Raven Bertot, Crosswinds, Curtis HS, Staten Island

Judge’s Comments
>>Alyssa’s artwork is fun, characteristic of school days and adds nice creativity to the divider 
pages.  Raven’s stylistic fashion drawing is a nice adjunct to the fashion spread, adding inter-
est and texture.

FEATURE PHOTOGRAPH

 Gold Brittany Juravich, Paradox, Oswego HS
  Theater

 Silver Kevin Olango, Jonathan Ssekadde, Crosswinds, Curtis HS, Staten Island
  Warriors

 Bronze Adrianna Harrington, Paradox, Oswego HS
  Powerpuff

  Rebecca Martin, Paradox, Oswego HS
   Taking Notes

 HM Kevin Olango, Crosswinds, Curtis HS, Staten Island
  Divider Page

Judge’s Comments
>>Features are the lifeblood of yearbooks. The winner is a great cast shot from the play, 
“Oliver,” with really triumphant faces in golden light. It was used as a full page in the book, 
adding to its success. The silver is a dramatic full bleed spread shot of a coach with a 
“Warriors” jacket from the back with the word Warriors dominantly used across his jacket as 
he looks onto a field. Rebecca Martin’s bronze winning photo captures an earnest student’s 
expression listening to someone outside the frame. A low angle shot of  a powderpuff player 
showing her fierceness with bent knee and good expression is another bronze winner. Finally, 
the honorable mention goes to a Student Life photo shot though a piece of playground 
equipment.

SPORTS PHOTOGRAPH

 Gold Sean Pecuch,  Folio, Fredonia HS
  Boys Swimming Photo

  Sean Pecuch, Folio, Fredonia HS
  Wrestling 

 Silver Abby Haessig, Paradox, Oswego HS
  Starting Pitcher 

 Bronze Abby Haessig, Paradox, Oswego HS
  At Bat 

  Abby Haessig, Paradox, Oswego HS
  Senior Night 

Judge’s Comments
>> Sean Pecuch earns two golds for a dramatic swimming picture at subject level. Great 
expression. It’s too bad the swimmer’s arm in the air is cut off, either from croppping or from 
the photographer’s angle. Still a good image. The wrestling shot fills the frame with two 
wrestlers engaged in a battle for dominate position.  Sean used a good, low angle. Abby’s 
silver goes to a girl’s softball photo showing a pitcher winding up for a release, one leg off the 
ground. The bronzes goe to a good moment from a senior night showing a mother hugging 
her basketball playing son, and to a another good girl’s softball photo from the batter’s point 
of view, with a ball frozen in mid pitch.

COPY (portfolio)

 Gold Shawn Reilly, Crosswinds, Curtis HS, Staten Island
  “Road Warriors Make it to the City Championship”



   Brendan McCue, Crosswinds, Curtis HS, Staten Island
  “Hitting the Cut”

  Julia Wisniewski, Crosswinds, Curtis HS, Staten Island
   “Smorgasbord of Choices to Satisfy Hunger”

Judge’s Comments
>>The two gold copy entries were both sports copy blocks with vivid description, focused 
perspectives and good quotes to supplement the information. Wisniewski’s story on food 
covered a lot of ground from favorite foods to how far students were willing to go to find good 
food.

PHOTOGRAPHER (portfolio)

 Gold Sean Pecuch, Folio, Fredonia HS

Judge’s Comments
>> Sean Pecuch dominated the photo categories with a strong range of excellent work from 
sports to play productions.

USE OF TYPE (portfolio)

 Gold Kevin Olango & Theadora Hadzi, Crosswinds, Curtis HS, 
  Staten Island, “Creativity”

 Silver Kevin Olango, Crosswinds, Curtis HS, Staten Island
  “Student Life”

Judge’s Comments
>> It is important to play with type but not lose the importance of the words. Fonts can be a 
strong visual tool but it should never take away from what you are trying to say. This spread 
does a good job of balancing visual aesthetics and a good article. The photograph does a 
great job of leading the reader from his face to the article. This is important because there 
should always be some type of lead for the viewer to use when exploring a spread. Playing 
with the weight of the fonts is also effective because it shows variety between words. It was 
also effective to use this block font as opposed to some sort of cursive or type font.


